


Overview

With the help of Spiceworks, Cradlepoint conducted a study designed to illuminate current IT practices and future plans. How 
are companies planning to use IoT technologies in the immediate future? How is that implementation taking place? Where 
are companies doing things right, and what best practices can IT teams use when planning and implementing IoT projects?  

Spiceworks surveyed 400 IT pros in the U.S., Canada, and the U.K. Respondents were all involved in some way with IoT 
strategy at their companies and worked for companies with at least 500 employees. Respondents represented the following 
industries and roles: 

Industry

 + Manufacturing

 + Education

 + IT services

 + Healthcare

 + Government

 + Retail / Wholesale

 + Financial services

 + Construction

 + Telecommunications

 + Energy / Power / Utilities
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This report reveals the findings of the study, addressing current IoT practices, perceptions, and infrastructure preferences. It 
also offers solutions and best practices for organizations to achieve the ROI and security needed to successfully implement 
IoT strategies.

Role at Organization

 + Directors+

 + Managers

 + IT / Staff

 + Other

Influence on IoT Decisions

 + Contribute to strategy & discussions

 + Trusted advisor

 + Lead strategy & discussions

 + Implement / support IoT

 + Asked for opinion on technologies



The Growing IoT Divide

What gets measured gets managed—and monetized. The Internet of Things’ 
central promise is its ability to let companies see, measure, control, or profit 
from actions that take place in their enterprises. It promises to automate 
activities that were previously manual, control what had been unmanageable, 
and record data that used to be ephemeral.

The far-reaching possibilities of IoT have captured the attention and 
imaginations of decision makers at all organizational levels, from the front 
line to the C-suite. As a result, IoT deployments are now perhaps the most-
anticipated, but least-understood, initiatives of IT departments today.

This union of anticipation and misunderstanding has produced a vast divide in 
the world of enterprise IoT between what businesses say they believe and how 
they plan to act. 

As IoT continues its rapid expansion, innumerable organizations will attempt IoT 
implementation projects. These are high-pressure projects; organizations that 
fail will be a step behind at best and at worst could “succeed” in implementing a 
solution that undermines network security, overtaxes the company’s resources, 
and/or doesn’t deliver true ROI. 

APPROXIMATELY 
69% OF 

ORGANIZATIONS 
HAVE ADOPTED,  

OR PLAN TO 
ADOPT, IoT 
SOLUTIONS 
WITHIN THE  
NEXT YEAR. 
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IT Services Retail / Wholesale Education Healthcare

Telecommunications Manufacturing Government

10% 10% 9% 9%

8% 7%

Those that truly succeed will be poised to ride the wave of the digital transformation with even newer technologies, like 
future 5G wireless networks.

IoT in Action

Here is a snapshot of where organizations currently stand with regard to IoT implementations. 32% of organizations already 
use IoT. 

Note that several of the top industries for IoT adoption are publicly funded and/or cost-conscious industries. This indicates 
that a key driver for IoT adoption is its cost-savings potential. This theme is examined throughout the report. 

9%

TOP INDUSTRIES FOR IoT IMPLEMENTATION



Large enterprises clearly have the lead on IoT adoption, with 
30 percent of respondents from organizations with at least 
10,000 employees saying they had already implemented IoT. The 
smallest companies surveyed, those with 500-999 employees, 
take second place when it comes to rates of IoT implementation 
with 27 percent. Small businesses have historically been early 
adopters of managed services—think cloud applications and 
cloud data centers.  
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of IT pros identified IoT as a  
top initiative in the coming year. 27%

 + IoT Security—77%

 + Building 
Security—71%

 + IoT Analytics—65%

 + Operations/
Manufacturing IoT 
Devices—57%

 + Supply Chain 
Management—55%

 + Retail 
Transactions—52%

 + Building HVAC—52%

 + Low-Power, 
Short-Range IoT 
Networks—51%

 + Low-Power, Wide 
Area Networks—48%

 + Connected Health 
& Telehealth—45%

 + Vehicle Fleet 
Management—41%

IoT IMPLEMENTATION BY APPLICATION

Of those respondents who indicated their companies already use IoT, the following applications are the most widely adopted: 

A Closer Look at IoT Adoption

Measuring IoT adoption rates is not enough. The industry also needs to understand where IoT stands among companies’ 
many competing priorities, who is driving adoption, and why. 
  

Given the impact potential of IoT, some readers might be surprised to see this technology sits at the middle of the pack 
among businesses’ key initiatives. However, IoT demands a new way of networking, and it appears that organizations are 
rightly prioritizing two bedrocks of IoT success: 

1. Infrastructure modernization

2. Security 

Successful implementation of IoT technologies requires a network infrastructure engineered for the realities of the 
distributed and vast nature of IoT. Likewise, security is one of the greatest risks presented by IoT technologies. Businesses 
should make these infrastructure and security updates with future IoT projects in mind.   

IoT IMPLEMENTATION BY COMPANY SIZE



KEY TAKEAWAY 

An organization that hasn’t already prioritized modernizing its infrastructure and evaluating security solutions is even 
farther behind on IoT than it may realize. Similarly, those IT teams currently undertaking infrastructure and security 
initiatives should plan with future IoT initiatives in mind; failure to do so could quickly render newly adopted infrastructure 
and security solutions obsolete. 
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THE DECISION TO ADOPT IoT HINGES ON TWO FACTORS: ROI & SECURITY

Survey respondents consistently demonstrated that ROI and security are the top factors they consider when preparing for 
IoT implementation. Lack of ROI and security risks are the potential pitfalls that keep IT up at night—and they’re also the 
issues catalyzing IoT adoption. Among those organizations that have already adopted IoT, it’s safe to assume that some are 
pushing forward despite the risks. Others have identified methods for safely and cost-effectively deploying IoT technologies. 
Others are still in wait-and-see mode.   

TOP CONCERNS WITH IoT 
SOLUTIONS

Cloud-based /
hosted service

51%

34%

33%

21%2 1%
19% 19%

6%

47%

39%

Security Infrastructure
modernization

Big data /
BI analytics

Mobility Virtual Desktop
Infrastructure 

(VDI)

Infrastructure-
as-a-Service

(IaaS)

Database
acceleration

SD-WANIT automation

27%

Internet of
Things (IoT)

35%
41%

Security Costs

Security features

Value for the money / ROI

Reliability

Operating costs (OpEx)

Hard costs (CapEx)

1

2

3

4

5

TOP 5 IMPORTANT FACTORS WHEN 
EVALUATING IoT PROJECTS

TOP ORGANIZATIONAL IoT INITIATIVES:
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TOP DRIVERS FOR IoT ADOPTION

The following are some revealing comments about ROI and security from survey respondents: 

The Do-It-Yourself Trap: History Repeating 

Enterprise networking is undergoing a digital transformation, and IoT is just one element of a larger movement toward 
networks defined by mobile connectivity, the cloud, and automation. This shift, along with IoT, is creating the need for an 
Elastic EdgeSM. No longer are enterprise WANs just for connecting fixed-branch locations. The Edge Network is being pulled and 
expanded at an astounding rate with the proliferation of IoT devices, mobile and in-vehicle networks, and the need to connect 
more to the network than ever before. The unifying thread within this massive shift is a movement away from a build-your-
own proprietary network approach toward a Network-as-a-Service approach instead. 

Yet the survey’s findings reveal that IT pros overwhelmingly prefer to use internal resources for all aspects of IoT 
implementation and support. 

Increased security

Improved operational processes

Reduced costs—OpEx

Simplified management

Reduced IT complexity

Improved flexibility

1

2

3

4

5

6

It will take a long period for 
payback.” 

Manufacturing company respondent, company size 500-999

It’s too immature of a 
technology for the potential
reputational risk involved.”

Government company respondent, company size 5,000-9,999
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HOW IT PROS PLAN TO IMPLEMENT IoT

HOW IT PROS PLAN TO IMPLEMENT IoT, BY APPLICATION

COMPANIES ARE POISED TO REPEAT THE PAST WHEN IT COMES TO IoT.

Own resources or infrastructure Via an external source
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In an age when organizations’ top priorities—as evidenced by the data collected—are shifting to Networking-as-a-Service 
methodology, many organizations stay stuck in patterns of the past, trying to build and manage IoT systems themselves. 

HOSTED SERVICES ARE IT TEAMS’ #1 TECH PRIORITY

In the past, smaller businesses led the shift to the cloud out of necessity. Those businesses knew they could never build and 
manage the necessary apps and infrastructure to keep up with larger, better-resourced competitors, and in turn illuminated the 
benefits of a “consume, not build” approach. These small organizations realized significant cost savings and often enabled a 
better end-user experience than companies that had sunk time and money into building custom solutions and hosting them in 
expensive data centers.

As the benefits of the cloud became more and more apparent, some companies spun their wheels, investing even more in  
in-house solutions. They stayed caught in the do-it-yourself (DIY) trap while companies that moved to the cloud invested  
that time and capital elsewhere. Today, the cloud is the clear winner. 
 
After learning this lesson once, why are IT teams across virtually every industry—and virtually every company size—on the 
brink of falling into the DIY trap again?  

KEY TAKEAWAY

There is no sugar-coating it: Organizations that plan to implement, house, and manage IoT in-house are taking a back-to-the-
future approach. These technologies are part of a fundamental shift forward in enterprise networking—yet most companies 
plan to implement IoT in a way that parallels an outdated way of networking. The next sections explain why this approach puts 
organizations at risk. 

Iron(y)-Clad Security Practices

It’s no wonder that IoT security is a top concern for organizations looking at implementing IoT technologies. High-profile, IoT-
related breaches like 2016’s Mirai botnet have been so disruptive that even most of the general public recognizes the security 
risks associated with these technologies. 

In many ways, Mirai was a textbook example of IoT’s dangers: After taking control of poorly secured IP cameras, the botnet 
perpetrated crippling DDoS attacks that pivoted to vital resources on core networks, taking down (among others) a domain-
name service provider called Dyn, affecting popular websites like Netflix. The dangers of insufficient, or nonexistent, network 
segmentation played out on a worldwide stage. 

Yet nearly a year after the discovery of Mirai, it seems that many IT pros haven’t absorbed the lessons of that attack.

1. Cloud-based / hosted service

2. Security

3. Infrastructure modernization

4. Big data / BI analytics

5. IT automation

6. IoT

7. Mobility

8. Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI)

9. Infrastructure-as-a-Service (Iaas)

10. Database acceleration

11. SD-WAN



To recap, cyber security is a main concern preventing organizations from 
adopting IoT technology. As more companies began adopting IoT, Mirai 
reinforced the concerns that had been and continue to temper adoption rates. 
The effects of the Mirai attack were predicated on companies housing IoT 
devices on core networks, yet many organizations are planning future IoT 
deployments housed on its core enterprise networks. 

KEY TAKEWAY 
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NEARLY HALF OF 
ORGANIZATIONS 

PLANNING TO 
IMPLEMENT 

IoT PROJECTS 
USING INTERNAL 
RESOURCES ALSO 
PLAN TO HOUSE 

THOSE NETWORKS 
ON THE CORE, 

ENTERPRISE-WIDE 
NETWORK. 

Ironically, the most popular application for IoT today is security. Approximately 71 percent of respondents who already use IoT 
technologies say they’re using it for building security—in other words, the very types of devices that Mirai used to perpetrate its 
attack. In an effort to increase physical security, IT teams are undertaking projects that could make their companies less secure—
in both the physical and digital realms—than they were before deploying IoT.

Further, companies are holding back from seizing the opportunities of IoT because of fears that center on the very avoidable 
practice of housing IoT devices on the core network. 

IoT Confidence Gap: A Red Flag

Those driving adoption of IoT technology are IT leaders: managers, directors, and above. Non-IT leaders, like executives and 
boards of directors, also play a role in driving IoT adoption, followed by line-level IT staff. 

PARTIES DRIVING IoT ADOPTION
1. IT Directors

2. IT Managers

3. VP / IT / CIO / CTO

4. Owner / CEO / President

5. Board of Directors

6. IT Staff

7. COO / CFO

8. Business Managers

WHERE IoT SYSTEMS WILL RESIDE

49%

40%

10%

1%

Added to our core, 
enterprise-wide network

Separate network dedicated 
to IoT technology

Other

Don't know



The survey reveals a clear confidence gap between IT leaders and IT doers. 

In every aspect of IoT implementation and management, people with director-level and above titles showed more confidence 
than IT managers and staff. For example, IT directors and above are 14 percent more confident than staff about their teams’ 
competence to build an IoT solution in-house. Similarly, IT directors and above are 15 percent more confident than managers that 
their company can implement an IoT solution at all. 

PERCENT “FAIRLY” OR “HIGHLY” CONFIDENT, BY ROLE
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 + What is the business case for implementing this IoT 
initiative? 

 + Exactly what metrics and benchmarks must the system 
deliver in order to be considered a success? 

 + Can the network support the increased level of traffic 
and computing that will occur at the Network’s Edge 
when this IoT system is implemented? 

 + Is the network structured in a way to allow for 
efficient, low-latency traffic flow from IoT devices to 
other applications, data centers, and devices that make 
up the IoT system? 

 + Will this IoT deployment be on the corporate network? 
If so, what are the network security strategies that 
need to be documented and implemented? If not, will 
a Parallel Network or a Software-defined Perimeter 
application be implemented?

 + How important is network uptime to this system’s 
proper functioning and usefulness? 

 + What is an acceptable level of downtime? 

 + Can the network guarantee the needed uptime with the 
current infrastructure? If not, how will the company go 
about augmenting the network? 

KEY TAKEAWAY 

IT decision makers driving IoT adoption should see this confidence gap as a red flag—especially if they are planning to implement, 
house, and manage IoT systems internally. Companies whose leaders open the door to frank discussion with staff responsible 
for implementing and managing IoT may find that their expectations aren’t in line with staff expectations. For organizations 
concerned with ROI, conducting open conversations with line-level IT staff could make the difference between achieving bottom-
line gains or missing the mark. These conversations may also reveal a need to bring in trusted vendors and partners to help 
manage implementation.     

Closing an IoT Divide: A Strategic Assessment

Because ROI and security are the two most important factors driving IoT adoption—and the two biggest associated risks—it is 
crucial for leaders driving IoT adoption to convene all stakeholders, including IT staff, for an expectation-setting discussion. Use 
the following questions as a guide for this important strategic risk assessment.   

ROI QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

Directors Managers Staff
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 + How will the IT team manage and control these IoT 
devices? Does the company have the resources to send 
IT staff on-site to do so? 

 + How much time and resources will be required to 
provision network access for these devices? 

 + Will the system ever scale, and if so, can the network 
scale as quickly as needed? 

 + Are necessary partnerships and processes in place 
between the IT team and other stakeholder groups, like 
operations? 

 + Will the team in charge of implementing IoT be cross-
functional? 

 + Who will lead the project? Do they have IoT expertise? 
What outside expertise could benefit this project? 

SECURITY QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER

 + To what degree will IoT increase the network’s potential attack surface? How will the organization scale security efforts to 
match this growth? 

 + Which users, devices, applications, and data centers need a connection to the IoT system? How will that access be granted 
and managed? 

 + Does the IT team, with its projected resources, really have the ability to own tasks like micro-segmentation and policy 
orchestration in-house? 

 + Does the organization currently employ a prevention-focused security strategy? Should prevention efforts fail, how will 
the organization detect a security incident or breach? 

 + How might investment in a multi-layered security strategy impact this project? 

 + Should this project utilize a Software-defined Perimeter for greater network security and management? 

 + Of all the potential security risks associated with this IoT system, which pose the greatest threat to the business? 

 + What is the worst-case security scenario associated with this project? How likely is that scenario? How would the 
company eliminate the possibility of such an outcome, and what investment would be required to do so? 

This is certainly not an exhaustive list of considerations for IoT planning, but it does provide a starting place for organizational 
leaders who may be overwhelmed at the prospect of planning for IoT. Successful execution of this exercise will illuminate the 
interconnected relationship between security and ROI, as well as bring other important questions to the forefront.  

Best Practices for IoT Planning & Adoption

The entire technology industry is based on constantly improving on how things have been done in the past. It’s alarming to think 
that many leaders in IT and business are planning on using yesterday’s methods to address today’s challenges. That said, readers 
who see their own organizations reflected in these results should not lose hope. 



LEARN MORE AT CRADLEPOINT.COM.

The following best practices can help companies close the divide between what they say they want and what they’re going to 
get. Specifically, these best practices will allow companies to mitigate the potential for a massive security incident and increase 
the odds of achieving ROI on IoT systems.

1. Treat network security as a foundational consideration from the inception of the planning process, not as an 
afterthought. 

2. Do not try to implement IoT applications using only in-house resources and IT generalists. Work with one or more 
trusted partners/vendors with IoT expertise to drive initiatives forward effectively. 

3. Consider whether legacy network infrastructure—which requires manual, error-prone, and time-intensive network 
segmentation and policy orchestration—can really meet the needs of this fundamentally different technology.  

About Cradlepoint

Cradlepoint is the leading provider of cloud-based wired and wireless WAN networking solutions for distributed and mobile 
enterprises. Cradlepoint solutions provide the strongest wireless and broadband performance while delivering proven network 
system interoperability. Cradlepoint’s broad family of high-performance router platforms is designed for deployment in mission-
critical applications that require 24x7 connectivity. With both integrated wireless and wired WAN and nonintegrated versions, 
Cradlepoint solutions are ideal for distributed and mobile operations and emerging industries that require either remote 
connectivity or multi-WAN redundancy. Cradlepoint’s NetCloud platform enables enterprise network administrators to easily 
create, monitor, manage, and maintain their distributed network running on different WAN sources from a single location. 
Founded in 2006, Cradlepoint has more than 17,000 global customers and is a trusted solutions provider by all major carriers 
worldwide.
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